
Tennis Pro

A new way to see the tennis 
playing experience between 
players, coaches and parents

Welcome players, coaches and parents to DRH Tennis Pro

We’ve designed and created a new and exciting way to look at how the tennis 

coaching and playing experience can be enhanced by using technology. 

DRH Tennis Pro is not meant to replace any of the working practices of tennis players 

or coaches. Instead it’s designed to work as an additional and convenient benefit, 

allowing tennis playing development to be focussed on. 

No matter the standard of the tennis player, our system is designed to have features 

to benefit all. Whether a player is just starting their journey at mini red, or a travelling 

competition player, there’s something for you. And the best part… You can access 

these features for free!

Here’s how it works

For parents of mini / junior tennis players –

Although the full experience can only be achieved if a player is booked on a DRH 

Sports tennis coaching course, they can still benefit from most of the features. 

There are 6 main sections to the Tennis Pro experience. Goals, Badges, leaderboard, 

Reports, Matches and Stats. Each of the sections is aimed at players of different ages 

/ standards but can be used by all. The aim of the 6 sections is that as a player 

moves from the early stages of their development, a new area of the feature begins to 

apply. 

For example, a mini red player who is new to tennis would be able to take advantage 

of our beginner goals, end of term reports, badges and leaderboard sections. Then as 

the player improves and gets older they would also be able to take advantage of our 

Player Reports and match reports sections. Then when the player is regularly 

competing to tournaments and looking to gain the edge over their opponents, our 

Match Stats section would come into play.

You can see an explanation of them all below. 



For Tennis Coaches 

If you’re a tennis coach either teaching a DRH Sports coaching group or you’ve just 

got an account with us, our DRH Tennis Pro system can work for you. Our system is 

best designed to help coaches who run our programmes but has great benefits to 

assist coaches develop their players.

For coaches running our DRH coaching programmes –

Coaches running our classes are directly linked to the class via our online system. 

This means that coaches are able to send their end of term reports to their group 

players via their online account. The coach simply has to just log into their account, 

find the reports section, select the group they teach and then send the reports directly 

to the players. After sending, the players receive their reports via their parents DRH 

Sports account. Please see the reports section below for more info.

The other sections can apply to coaches whether they run a DRH coaching course or 

not. They are:

Coach Registration– Our coach registration system allows coaches to register for an 

account and upload a profile to our system. Their profile contains information about 

themselves and their coaching experience. The coach can then choose for their 

profile to be seen by users if they wish or not. 

Additionally, coaches have the option to add in their coaching qualifications, 

certificates and documents. Although this information is just for their benefit and isn’t 

viewable by users, it acts as an easy way for them to manage their coaching 

documentation. Expiry dates can be set next to each document or certificate along 

with email reminders for when they expire.

Coach Connect - Our Coach Connect feature allows players to send their coach a 

link request. This is the first step required for all the features needed. This works by 

the player finding the coach’s profile on our website and clicking a button to send the 

request. The coach then reviews and responds, simple as that!

Once a player and coach are connected, here is what they can do –

Commenting on a linked player’s goals – Once you link to one of your players, 

you’ll then be able to interact with them by being able to view and comment on the 

goals that they set. There are 2 type of goals the player can create, one for beginners 

and one for more advanced players. In both cases, you’ll be able to view the goal 

after it’s been created and then you can make comments on that goals to help the 

player refine them. Once the goals are correct, the player or the coach can finalise 

them. New goals can then be created after previous goals are finalised. 



Sending Player Reports – Our system allows coaches to send reports to both the

players within their groups, and the players they are directly linked with. If you are a 

coach taking a group run by DRH Sports, then we will assign you to the group, 

allowing you to send customised End of Term reports. These reports are quick and 

easy to send, only requiring coaches to tick specific boxes that refer to the skills the 

player has achieved within the term. Coaches can then add comments to the bottom 

of the report if they wish. 

Test Results - Did you know that we also show the test scores each player has 

achieved at the bottom of their End of Term report? If the player has taken part in 

our mid term skills tests (racket skills, rallying, serving or athletics) then their test 

scores will automatically show on the End of Term Report). As the coach, you’ll be 

able to see these scores when filling out the report, making your report more specific 

to the player. 

The second type of report that our system allows coaches to send is a Player 

Report. The Player Report is more open, allowing the coach to write as little or as 

much as required. This type of report is usually used when the player has reached a 

certain standard. 

Match Reports – The Match Reports are something we at DRH Sports are very 

proud out. Our system allows both coaches and player to create a competition and 

then create a report for all the matches played. You can add in info about where and 

when the competition was. Along with further info about the match conditions, score, 

the opponent and then add feedback on what went well or could’ve been better. 

If the coach or a parent has decided to chart the match, then you can not only 

upload the match chart images, but you can also add the match stat data and our 

system will do the rest. The best thing, it’s visible by both coaches and players.

After uploading multiple matches with the match stats, each player can view the 

average stats for their last 5, 10, 15, 20 or all time matches.



Simply go to the Coach Connect page and search for your coach. If they have a 

registered account with DRH Sports and are a verified coach, they will be listed on the 

page.

Once you have found your coach, you can send a request to link a player within your 

DRH Sports account. The coach will then review the request and accept or deny.

Please ensure that you only request to link with a coach that a player within your DRH 

account is currently working with. Or you have been given express permission by a listed 

coach, to send them a link request. Our Coach Connect service is meant to compliment 

the regular tennis coaching experience in addition to 1to1 lessons, group classes and 

competitions.

Goal setting helps to focus attention and it is critical to maintain and enhance motivation. 

It direction both in the short term and the long term and you can see success as you 

achieve your short term goals. Essentially goal setting is a mental training technique that 

can be used to increase an individual’s commitment towards achieving a personal goal.

The two types of goals available are:

1) Beginner Goals - These goals are for players who are beginning their tennis playing 

journey. They are designed to be clear, simple, and easy to understand. There are 4 

sections: My Big Dreams, Short Term, Medium Term and Long Term. Each section 

requires the player to input information about what they would like to achieve within a 

specific time frame.

Coach Connect

DRH Sports Tennis Pro allows you to enhance your tennis 

coaching experience by digitally linking the player and coach. 

By doing this players and coaches can share content relating 
to the player's tennis development needs.

Create and Share your Goals

There are two types of goal setting that our unique 

system allows players to create. With either type, 

players must create and finalise goals before new 

goals can be set. If a player has linked to a tennis 

coach via our Coach Connect system, then they will 

be able to not only view the goals set by the player, 

but also comment on various sections before the 

player wishes to confirm and finalise the goals.

Why is goal setting important for tennis players?

http://49.249.236.30:8654/dominic-new/coach-listing


Create and Share your Goals

Once the player has submitted their beginner goals, their coach (if linked) will be able to 

see and make comments n each section. The player and coach can then amend and fine 

tune their goals until the player is satisfied with the information. We recommend that 

players use the beginner goals until they are competing regularly and can move onto the 

advanced goals.

2) Advanced Goals - These goals are the next level up from the beginner goals and are 

more in depth and specific. These goals break down the Short, Medium and Long term 

goals into the main 4 areas of tennis. These areas 

are: Technical, Tactical, Physical, Mental.

For all competition players who are having regular coaching, these four areas will be just 

as important as each other and worked on together, will help a player become a well 

rounded on court player.

Please Note: Although a player will always want to achieve their goals, much of the time 

they will be reviewed and changed before the target is met. Goal setting is an ongoing 

process that helps a player evolve, progress and develop through their tennis journey.

Achievements and the Leaderboard

As tennis is an open sport with infinite variations, it can 

be challenging to track how and whether a player is 

improving. This can be the case all the way until a 

player becomes good enough to regularly compete, 

where matches become the player's way of grading 
their level.

The Badges - At DRH Sports, we've created an 

exciting solution to this challenge by introducing our 

tennis award badges. These badges are based on 

tennis relevant skills tests players take part in 

throughout their coaching sessions. Each badge a 

player earns represents either a new skill or a certain 

score of a new skill the player has earned. The different 

badges take into consideration all the elements of the 

tennis game. From rallying, to serves, to racket skills to 

athletic ability.



End of Term Reports - This type of report is solely for players who are currently 

enrolled on coaching courses with DRH Sports. Our unique system allows us to be able 

to link tennis coaches to their group classes and therefor send all the end of term reports 

digitally. The End of Term reports are a set of pre-defined sections relating to the areas of 

a players game. The coach simply checks the sections that apply to the players level and 

achievements and adds in a short comment.

If the player has taken part in any of the DRH Sports mid term tennis skills tests, then 

their test scores will be shown at the bottom of the report.

Player Reports - This type of report is for players who are linked with a coach via our 

system. Player Reports are less structured, allowing the linked coach to have more 

flexibility in what and how much feedback they give to the player.

The Leaderboard - Each of the badges a player earns is worth a certain amount of 

points. The harder the badge is to earn, the more points it will be worth. As a player 

accumulates badges, their score will increase, and thus, their position on the leaderboard

will change. The leadboard will only contain players who are enrolled on current DRH 

Sports tennis coaching courses as badge points will either drop off after the course has 

finished or after a specific time frame.

Please Note: Our badges, points and leaderboard system is purely designed as a way 

to help players and parents have an insight into the player's early development. It is not 

an accurate way of measuring levels between players or to determine whether a player 

should move up groups.

Tennis Reports

Whether your player is enrolled on a DRH 

Sports tennis coaching programme or they are 

simply linked to their coach via our system, your 

player can receive progress reports from the 

coach. Getting feedback from your coach is 

extremely important in understanding how a 

player has been progressing and developing. It 

allows for parents and players to be more 

connected to the players learning along with 

increasing a players motivation to work hard to 
achieve their goals.

There are two types of reports offered by to our 

players, End of Term and Player Reports.



You can then look at a player’s average match stats for not only their last match, but the 

last 5, 10, 15, 20 and all time matches.

With our new system, matches can be reported on, uploaded, and shared with a linked 

tennis coach or player instantly. You can enter information about the match, along with 

feedback such as what went well, what could have been better and then any further 
information about how the game went.

Upload Match Charts - If you have watched a player play a game, you may have 

decided to chart their match. This does not happen often enough but can be a really 

powerful tool in a player’s development. If you choose to chart a match, you can upload it 

when creating the match report!

Match Reports

Our exciting matches section brings a whole 

new way to record and track your tennis 

matches. By allowing both player and coach (if 

linked) to create competitions and matches, 

alongside reports, feedback and match stats for 

each match, it allows players to have relevant 

and bespoke feedback about their game. Tennis 

coaches seldom get to see their players play 

and so too often have to rely on both player and 
/ or parent to remember how each match went.

Match Stats

Not only will our system allow you to upload 

your match charts, but you can also add in the 

basic match stat data and our system will tell 
you the entire match stats. How cool is that!

Find out your player's average rally length, 

percentage of 1st serves in, percentage of 

points won from 1st serve along with your 

average number of aces, double faults and 
loads more!

We hope that all the DRH Tennis Pro sections help you become the best tennis player 

you can become. Our DRH Sports team as continuously working hard to improve and 

add to what we can offer. 

If you have any questions about any of the section, please contact us at 

tennispro@drhsports.co.uk 


